
TRAFFIC MODEL ISSUES - COMMENTS FROM ARTHUR KATZ, PHD 
 
The following expert comments are submitted on behalf of Arthur Katz, PhD, whose 
credentials are attached in a curriculum vitae summary. 
 

1. There are serious problems with the current FEIS that indicate the traffic 
models and how they are applied should be reviewed independently 
before final decisions are made. 

Here are some examples of why I believe there are some serious problems with the 
current FEIS that indicate the models and how they are applied should be reviewed 
independently before final decisions are made. 
 
Table 1 shows a comparison of the SDEIS and FEIS PM trip travel times. The 
difference between the No Build (NB) and General Purpose (GP) travel times both 
increase and decrease, but all GP and NB travel times in the FEIS are reduced. GP 
lanes are the non-toll lane part of the toll road. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of FEIS to SDEIS Numbers 

PM Trips SDEIS FEIS  
NB GP Difference NB GP Difference 

GW Parkway to I-370 42 52.1 10.1 27.9 36.8 8.9 

Clara Barton to I-370 37.3 48.6 11.3 25.1 35.8 10.7 

River Road to I-370 24.4 30.8 6.4 17 26.6 9.6 

 
Table 2 shows the difference projected between the FEIS and the SDEIS projected 
travel times for identical GP trips. The trips are the PM trips from the George 
Washington (GW) Parkway, Clara Barton Parkway, and River Road to the end of the toll 
lanes on I-270 at I-370.  
 
Table 2. Travel Time Different Between SDEIS and FEIS for GP Lanes - PM  

SDEIS FEIS Difference % Reduction 

GW Parkway to I-370 52.1 36.8 15.3 30 

Clara Barton to I-370 48.6 35.8 12.8 26 

River Road to I-370 30.8 26.6 4.2 15 

 
What Table 2 shows is that there is a substantial reduction of travel times for the FEIS 
compared to the SDEIS. We are talking about a 30 to 15% reduction from 15 to 4 
minutes. The result of these changes is to provide MDOT with the ability to claim higher 
average speeds for the general purpose (GP) part of the toll lanes in the newest 
analysis, despite the fact the MDOT’s own analysis projects on average a 10-minute 
advantage (faster trips) from the GW, Clara Barton, and River Road PM trips to I-370 for 
the No Build alternative.  
 



In fact, when you examine the key trips from River Road along the Beltway to Old 
Georgetown Road exit or to the Democracy exit on the I-270 West Spur, the 
comparative slowdown between trips in the GP lanes vs. the No Build has grown 
enormously – 137% (Table 3) for the Beltway trip and 33% (Table 4) for the I-270 West 
Spur trip. 
 
Table 3. Trip times from River Road to Old Georgetown Road – PM 

SDEIS FEIS % Difference 

NB GP NB GP   

37.3 41.9 18.3 29   

Difference GP-NB  4.6   10.9 137% 

 
Table 4. Trip times from River Road to Democracy - PM 

SDEIS FEIS % Difference  

NB GP NB GP   

10.4 16.7 4.9 13.3   

Difference GP-NB 6.3   8.4 33% 

 
While there a clear advantage for the No Build in the PM trips, reducing the travel times 
of the GP portion of the toll road minimizes the devastating effects of the PM Beltway 
Chokepoint by giving the appearance that the speeds will be acceptable. 
 
Figure 1. Map of project area with labeled interchanges and chokepoint 

 
Interchanges and chokepoint labeled by author.  
 



Table 5 and 6 illustrate another inexplicable change between the SDEIS and FEIS. For 
trips from Connecticut Ave to the GW Parkway (Table 5) and Connecticut to River Road 
(Table 6) there is a 470% and 656% increase in the projected travel time advantage for 
the FEIS vs the SDEIS for GP lanes over the No Build lanes in the PM travel time. The 
Connecticut to GW Parkway and Connecticut to River Road No Build travel time 
changes between the SDEIS and the FEIS are 240% and 295%. It is puzzling that such 
a mismatch could occur and not be explained. 
 
Table 5. Trip from Connecticut to GWP - PM Minutes 

SDEIS FEIS Increase Time  

NB GP NB GP   

16.4 10.1 39.4 9.8   

Difference GP-NB 6.3   29.6 470% 

 
Table 5a. % Change Between SDEIS and FEIS for Connecticut to GWP - PM Minutes 

NB-SDEIS NB -FEIS   % Difference   

16.4 39.3   240%   

 
Table 6. Trip from Connecticut to River Road - PM minutes 

SDEIS FEIS Increase Time 

NB GP NB GP   

10.9 7 32.2 6.6   

Difference GP-NB 3.9   25.6 656% 

 
6a. % Change Between SDEIS and FEIS from Connecticut to River Road - PM minutes 

NB-SDEIS NB-FEIS   % Difference   

10.9 32.2   295%   

 
Taken together these types of changes that clearly favor MDOT’s desired outcome 
require detailed and independent analysis that cannot be produced in 30 days for 
26,000 pages with limited resources of outside groups.  Changes of this magnitude 
should not happen after you had two rounds of analysis before the FEIS, and they 
certainly should not completely favor MDOT’s desired outcome. 
 
Finally, on January 7, 2020, I wrote a letter to MDOT proposing that the toll road begin 
at Montrose not I-370 to avoid the chaos and destruction of rebuilding all the 
interchanges. 
 
After some back and forth with MDOT, in a June 3, 2020 letter MDOT conceded that 
northbound travel times were virtually identical for the GP and No Build, “In the 
northbound direction, we acknowledge that your proposed alternative would provide 
comparable travel time benefits as compared to other Build Alternatives.” However, if 
you look at the travel times for the morning Southbound on I-270 from I-370 to 
Montrose, the Split, Exit 38 Spur/Beltway, River Road, Clara Barton, and GW Parkway 



in Table 7, you will see travel time reduction from the existing (pre-pandemic) travel 
times for the No-Build and GP of 45-60% for various I-270 southbound AM trips. In my 
opinion, these dramatic reductions are attributable to MDOTs’ own traffic management 
initiative (Innovative Congestion Management Project, see subsequent two sections) 
without toll lanes.  
 
Table 7. Southbound I-270 Trip from I-370 to Montrose, I-270 Split and West Spur/I-495 
FEIS  

Existing NB GP Toll Lanes 

Montrose 16.3 5.8 6.2 4.9 

Split 19.8 8.1 9.1 6.2 

West Spur/I-495 24.4 10.4 11.3 8.3 
 

River Road  26.2 13 13 9.4 

Clara Barton 29.2 16.5 15.3 11.3 

GW Parkway 29.9 17.3 16.1 12 

 
2. There is almost no travel-time benefit to the toll lane plan for most 

drivers on I-270 and I-495 while there are clear losses in terms of road 
safety.  

Contrary to the assertion in the FEIS, the majority of travelers on I-495 and I-270 would 
not experience less congestion after toll lanes were built than they do today. They would 
certainly experience more safety risk with the loss of the left lane shoulder, increased 
concentration of tractor trailer traffic, and increased congestion and bottlenecks. Despite 
occupying 1/3 of the capacity of the Betlway, the toll lanes would only carry 1/6 or less 
of the drivers on the highway system.1 The toll lanes and the travel time savings offered 
will only benefit a small slice of Marylanders, typically the most affluent.  

This lack of travel time benefit for the general public is illustrated in FEIS Table 4-7 (at 
4-13), which summarizes the expected travel time benefits of the toll lanes for 2045. On 
most segments, there is no or almost no travel time improvement for the Preferred 
Alternative General-Purpose lanes over the No Build scenario. Note the highlighted 
segments below and lack of meaningful difference in travel times for No Build and 
Preferred Alternative General-Purpose lane travelers. 

Table 4-7: 2045 Corridor Travel Speed (mph) Results from VISSIM Model 

Peak 

Period 
Corridor Travel Lanes 

Alternative 

No Build Preferred 

 
I-270 Northbound from I-495 to I-370 

General Purpose Lanes 552 61 

HOT Lanes - 63 

                                                      
1 Sierra Club et al. SDEIS comments, November 30, 2021 at 20, available at 
https://www.sierraclub.org/sites/www.sierraclub.org/files/sce-authors/u18365/2021-11-30%20-
%20Sierra%20Club%20et%20al.%20SDEIS%20comments%20%281%29.pdf.  

https://www.sierraclub.org/sites/www.sierraclub.org/files/sce-authors/u18365/2021-11-30%20-%20Sierra%20Club%20et%20al.%20SDEIS%20comments%20%281%29.pdf
https://www.sierraclub.org/sites/www.sierraclub.org/files/sce-authors/u18365/2021-11-30%20-%20Sierra%20Club%20et%20al.%20SDEIS%20comments%20%281%29.pdf


 
 
 

AM Peak 

Hour3 

(7-8AM) 

I-270 Southbound from I-370 to I-495 
General Purpose Lanes 442 45 

HOT Lanes - 62 

I-495 Outer Loop from I-270 West Spur to 

George Washington Memorial Parkway 

General Purpose Lanes 35 50 

HOT Lanes - 62 

I-495 Inner Loop from George Washington 

Memorial Parkway to I-270 West Spur 

General Purpose Lanes 38 55 

HOT Lanes - 63 

I-495 Outer Loop from MD 5 to I-270 West 

Spur1 

General Purpose Lanes 20 22 

HOT Lanes - - 

I-495 Inner Loop from I-270 West Spur to 

MD 51 

General Purpose Lanes 26 26 

HOT Lanes - - 

 
 
 
 

PM Peak 

Hour3 

(4-5PM) 

I-270 Northbound from I-495 to I-370 
General Purpose Lanes 272 27 

HOT Lanes - 45 

I-270 Southbound from I-370 to I-495 
General Purpose Lanes 572 58 

HOT Lanes - 63 

I-495 Outer Loop from I-270 West Spur to 

George Washington Memorial Parkway 

General Purpose Lanes 22 52 

HOT Lanes - 63 

I-495 Inner Loop from George Washington 

Memorial Parkway to I-270 West Spur 

General Purpose Lanes 14 15 

HOT Lanes - 62 

I-495 Outer Loop from MD 5 to I-270 West 

Spur1 

General Purpose Lanes 19 32 

HOT Lanes - - 

I-495 Inner Loop from I-270 West Spur to 

MD 51 

General Purpose Lanes 25 24 

HOT Lanes - - 

Notes: 1 Shaded rows reflect locations outside the Phase 1 South limits with no action proposed under the Preferred 
Alternative. 2 No Build results along I-270 are shown as an average of the Express Lanes and the adjacent Local Lanes. 
Under No Build conditions, vehicles enter and exit I-270 via a separated Local Lanes system, which will be eliminated 
under the Build alternatives to reduce the roadway footprint and minimize impacts. 3 Results reported here for the 
overall AM and PM peak hours, consistent with DEIS and SDEIS. For complete results covering entire study period (6-
10AM, 3-7PM), refer to FEIS, Appendix B. 

Another table (FEIS Table 4-6 at 4-12), further summarizes the lack of meaningful 
change for General Purpose Lane travelers despite the introduction of toll lanes. In 
2045, General Purpose lanes might – if the modeling is correct and if things go as 
planned, two big ifs – go 4 miles per hour faster than if the toll lanes had never been 
built. These tables illustrate the lack of public benefit of these private toll lanes, whose 
profits would be for an Australian based company and its shareholders to profit off of 
Maryland’s long-term compounding congestion woes. 

Table 4-6: 2045 Average Speed – Entire Study Area 

Alternative 
Average Speed1 

(General Purpose Lanes) 
Average Speed1 (HOT Lanes) 

No Build 24 mph N/A 

Preferred Alternative 28 mph 60 mph 

Note: 1 Reflects weighted average speed on I-270 and I-495 during peak hours (7-8AM and 4-5PM) 



It is telling that these numbers in FEIS Table 4-6 were a weighted average speed on I-
270 and I-495. It would have been easier and told the public more to give the average 
speeds for I-270 and I-495.  

This expensive private concession with a six-year build time and a 50-year life cycle 
would not meaningfully reduce travel times for General Purpose lane drivers once toll 
lanes are built. In fact, as time goes on, induced development, induced growth, and 
induced demand as well as more toll lanes around the DC metro region will induce more 
development and trafic, and the congestion will become even worse.  

This information must be taken into account in determining the reasonableness of 
alternatives, including the appropriateness of the preferred alternative for taxpayer 
subsidy, and its risks, benefits, and potential costs for all Marylanders. 

When reviewing who wins and who loses from MDOT’s partnership with Transurban, it 
is clear that privatization of public infrastructure to further advantage the most 
advantaged segment of society simply repeats and reenacts a grave historical wrong.. 

The FEIS “Historical Context” section states:  

Current disparate economic and environmental health conditions of racially 
segregated communities can be traced largely to policy (or the lack thereof) 
enacted by federal, state, and local governments during the United States’ period 
of suburbanization from 1940 to 1980. Suburbanization was made possible in 
part by construction of America’s interstate highway systems that allowed 
families with automobiles, to live, work, and travel more conveniently and more 
extensively. However, the benefits and adverse impacts from construction and 
operation of these interstate highway systems, plus other regional and local 
highway networks, were not distributed equitably. Instead, the benefits and 
adverse impacts were purposefully concentrated among different racial 
populations, with majority-minority race and ethnicity communities—primarily 
black and African American communities— experiencing the most adverse 
impacts and the fewest benefits. Predominately white communities were typically 
intentionally avoided during highway design and construction yet experienced the 
most benefits from highway implementation.2 

Future historical accounts will surely draw the same conclusion about Maryland’s 
unjustified proposed experiment with lopsided private-sector favoring P3 toll lane 
expansion, and reach the same conclusions:  

Current disparate economic and environmental health conditions . . . can be 
traced largely to policy (or the lack thereof) enacted by federal, state, and local 
governments during the United States’ period of public-private toll lane highway 

                                                      
2 FEIS Chapter 5 at 5-135 to 5-136, available at https://oplanesmd.com/wp-
content/uploads/2022/06/11_MLS_FEIS_AppG_Final-Section-4f-Evaluation_-June-
2022p.pdf.  

https://oplanesmd.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/11_MLS_FEIS_AppG_Final-Section-4f-Evaluation_-June-2022p.pdf
https://oplanesmd.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/11_MLS_FEIS_AppG_Final-Section-4f-Evaluation_-June-2022p.pdf
https://oplanesmd.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/11_MLS_FEIS_AppG_Final-Section-4f-Evaluation_-June-2022p.pdf


expansion. . . . Unmanaged sprawl was made possible in part by expansion of 
America’s interstate highway systems that allowed families with automobiles, to 
live, work, and travel more conveniently and more extensively. However, the 
benefits and adverse impacts from construction and operation of these tolled 
interstate highway systems … were not distributed equitably. Instead, the 
benefits and adverse impacts were purposefully concentrated among different 
segments of society, with the general public, minorities, and those with low 
income experiencing the most adverse impacts and the fewest benefits. 

3. The Agencies provided misleading and inaccurate responses to public 
comments on the I-270 Innovative Congestion Management Project and 
on the number of existing lanes that will remain on I-270. 

The Agencies’ response to Sierra Club et al. SDEIS comments state (FEIS App’x T.2.B. 
Vol 2 at CO-828): 

With respect to the ICM project, the combination of those modifications on I-270 
and the opening of the Watkins Mill interchange in 2020 have resulted in some 
traffic benefits. Even with these improvements, overall congestion on I-270 
remains a serious issue, with the most recent data showing average southbound 
speeds on I-270 during the AM peak periods of approximately 30 mph and below 
40 mph northbound during PM peak periods. While the ICM project has 
benefitted short-term congestion, they will be insufficient to address long-term 
mobility needs.  

But the project document (at 18) on MDOT’s ICM website states that the  ICM 
improvements will last to 2040 and beyond. That is at least 18 more years, and during 
those 18+ years of ICM relief, the county and state can be working on expanding 
MARC service and/or the metro beyond Shady Grove, and a host of other ways to 
improve traffic flow on northern I-270. 

The financial costs of this project for the City of Rockville residents and many others, 
as well as environmental and other costs do not outweigh such minimal benefits. 

The Agencies’ response also says “overall congestion on I-270 remains a serious 
issue.” That is not true for lower I-270 (see Sierra Club et al. SDEIS comments).North 
of I-370 is where the congestion problems are. Lower I-270 is not presently congested; 
however this project would make congestion worse in the short term for everyone, and 
also worse in the long term for people using the general-purpose lanes. 

Another response by the Agencies to DontWiden270.org comments (FEIS App’x T.2.B. 
Vol 1 at CO-595) incorrectly states: 

The I-270 Innovative Congestion Management (ICM) project is designed to 
address existing issues and short-term needs, unlike the Managed Lanes Study, 
which includes addressing long-term traffic growth as part of the Purpose and 
Need. 

https://ago-item-storage.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/0e429362abe24844beeef29a92d50959/I-270_Innovative_Congestion_Management_Tech_Proposal_and_Analysis.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEJ%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCICt3jLHuul2z2FuUPaHKO9ziuqO9D%2FNJf6IVF%2FHqzaaWAiEAviNIUJl7eWG297eNeUrz9T5WaFcrYEFFJ9QAAke9e0Aq3AQIyP%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FARAAGgw2MDQ3NTgxMDI2NjUiDI3Bjln5hK%2BECEX5BCqwBDN7CwhtHlX2n6r5iUwe%2FMGLDXmPrVB7D8JcdfXxfZARI4fxSJhv8wI%2BIMruKlLD2ww8YvKz66hD1tBtAodwBzaocyYky7itBA%2Fv%2BJQ79Z1n2oQYcpf8LulbDj3lY2e9hvEYanKOG8f46NzQaruahEmDb4Mi58W1MYxcGNt6Kex76%2F2C16N2%2FxODVxj5x3nWVai%2FyrkLhUr7pkxTxJojcUPo%2BbFbid0oo%2F9zceBrycKx8hwcIO%2BgcyRUUcSH7cAOCPcwBVmrbh%2F2VlPdsiox8X0m082nShc8zQ1tFsVXmcYLNIZ8zZyp%2Bwl5zMB9KRMkuPF1s5V7fOIDuS3qZQnoeTG2pf3EeZXqpIbFdQjTtHIaW6xGu0Pb%2Fl2TCXUXAsFyIz3tyliAceC3AVhQ%2BayiwArnnG0gQag%2F8l1vIumutDGdo3Q0i4Y%2FDKXjfvOQpabFytH%2BgE6GOISaD0THg72E3UekoZWdr5kjjAkj4LE3OkY4B2Rc1Nu0399JB%2BBccPYHCsMdVfIKWnZRVy6HSaUVvUeVVARMQa6Vzp%2BaNyBfH%2F%2BvRI37mYlHoWAldyieXYhjhPL4nVb9pAh7NMkR%2BWxHdGA0PCaB1e1sGkpED0dt37tUXQQbiCDW%2BU3JJ1LVeDEeXCWqrQN3jHmOJqdFbwGRUsDzMvZ20ZMSUyf9cGlyA36QuLycJeBf1X%2Fkqd1ahzKr38XPtJIk7RYtFclinnjyOSpFr9LjbSOxId5N2fIs8YB4MJSomJYGOqkBeaH9%2BJgqubRG8nNEX%2BSP7Na5sGlb1TE%2FERxuxbpUbK2S6g4nWnifukqVbL%2FXC4IQ0hHEft7HLps8vfzqkuJq6OKj3vyeG645GpDXWDaIJUxLagPRQkhZjpDDEDcQ99PwQZJbbtx3q8PMXmoCSgVDyOzF5ymzWxTNAFecAPt4L%2FzHGD0qlUneHgHqcb0HzptdnW8CmfnPxCwaCRhLRYO9aLQkS9O53AoOSQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220707T000345Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKE23U736MN%2F20220707%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=b327f7e5adf4719691014bc7c8516ed5638caf7cde31dce6d61f77384ed587db


This statement about ICM only addressing existing and short-term needs contradicts 
MDOT’s own ICM website. On it, a key document states that the improvements “The 
CGI Team’s proposed improvements will provide benefits over the No- Build condition 
to 2040 and beyond.”3  

Furthermore, it is ironic that this state-funded project accomplished nearly all the things 
the MLS plans to do  to address traffic congestion and much more, all for a fixed price 
contract that was ~$100 million dollars  --a mere fraction of the MLS project’s multibillion 
dollar price tag, compensation events, and guaranteed internal rate of return to the 
developer. 

Note how many things this project achieved, all while publicly funded and including a 
goal of improved safety (emphasis added): 

• [MDOT SHA] noted that the I-270 project proposes a two-pronged approach of 
roadway improvements and innovative technologies and techniques to maximize 
vehicular throughput, minimize vehicle travel times, and create a more 
predictable commuter trip along I-270 between I-70 and I-495 

• According to the project website, the 14 roadway improvements will reportedly 
increase capacity and vehicle throughput and address safety deficiencies 
by strategically eliminating existing bottlenecks, the key element limiting 
vehicular throughput along the corridor, coupled with the impact of crashes and 
other incidents. 

• MDOT SHA reports that the traffic management system will help reduce 
congestion by improving traffic flow and safety. An automated smart traffic 
flow management system will combine real-time communication to drivers, traffic 
monitoring with cameras and sensors, and intelligent signal systems to optimize 
traffic flow and reduce crashes along I-270. 

• The project was announced on April 19, 2017, by Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan, 
stating that it would save drivers up to 30 minutes on their morning commute 
southbound from Frederick to I-495. 

• The design-build team includes 16 firms, selected through a competitive 
bidding. 

• According to MDOT SHA, the project will break 14 bottlenecks and add 23 new 
lane miles; more than 25 real-time traffic communication signs; and more than 30 
intelligent signals that will work together to deliver dynamic traffic management 
along the entire I-270 corridor. 4 

Publicly-funded dynamic traffic management has been an alternative to private sector 
dynamic tolls all along but was not included in the alternatives and should have been. 

                                                      
3 Progressive Design-Build (PDB) IS 270 – Innovative Congestion Management Technical Proposal, 
January 19, 2017 at 18.. 
4 Ruggiero, Sandra, Maryland Eyes Innovative Fix for I-270 Congestion, ConstructionEquipmentGuide.com, July 8, 
2019 https://www.constructionequipmentguide.com/maryland-eyes-innovative-fix-for-i-270-congestion/45460 

https://mdot-sha-i270-i70-to-i495-inno-cong-mgmt-mo0695172-maryland.hub.arcgis.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20220717113305/https:/ago-item-storage.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/0e429362abe24844beeef29a92d50959/I-270_Innovative_Congestion_Management_Tech_Proposal_and_Analysis.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEJz%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIFa%2FhNHAAJnMiDl1biJ%2FJE4mM14I%2FhgP8V5DY2Osvne%2BAiEAkIfpywIgYKN6qblmU852c%2Fzs11RrxkmrKLZJ8tic7csq2wQI1P%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FARAAGgw2MDQ3NTgxMDI2NjUiDLYz6wLo9iWecYPw2iqvBG8Pjb9LKFtxqLILRv2O17FWVy7PbyiFDPdlIfXwbqM5WWfF%2FY8wvvNAjEWIhQfb1WCiHgLLFKr45ddcrYcDg598JKID1uDsmSKzpWcpZP%2BbjyzwsSn2v8x%2FP%2FdZ8l3mAym%2F1Ds01olZusYyTh3XZVNjtsM16mbfLZ%2BckAtTD1%2FCdykafeKt5R9pVNyL3XbwwkY%2Bing%2FIkYs0adP%2FS6u9LLcTj8EQXfFwB0mAda9fDw3%2FaNM6gv4I8Wbno7xCQUobtPWZHd1fp1p4F%2BWnIQYjf3YgpIesF5iBclRHm%2Fzc0Ibf99o3p23a4z7wfmrTkpbYkznXtayy4REiMXq74mAog0Z7bS9oVVMx%2F0wVVB3HtFBtybwrex6zG17HeXR78214HZv0YMw27l9Ba1wRR8BvK6Cu%2Bd%2FSN%2F1x2ns%2F8KBMG46tJtLyTo%2Fp6bfDmm9i6%2BecS0s%2FgNRHMLGwKlQfqIFFwKiY43F%2FaGLCXkmQeVGIFkm80bZEwNyP8NT3MVMb%2FYfhLt%2BUoEnzj6BDIyKK6b6cc9EqsV8fKejwyeE77%2BE6FUCzKRAlfKSp6c3OFtP2ukIXn0BqqjbH%2Fuy6kB%2FjAKE8pZuiVqNL5cNyyLI2jAvHOW9qfpnmP%2FvNOHwOAMMfMAqhA6XVSdsAPzk7ONcgE9%2Bz4FCYzRAKpn1Nnq%2BA7Ox1kOcczh3sRAKbBwsHU7BPvqnc2mlv82NL68XEd%2B0qk4UcYKRMT9MGAFEW1QsBCYLY1gwst7PlgY6qQFBeVhnc8e9gPbLqZ1pSTqbOMfM5kmn93imnJGdAqDCkyeiShorf%2FYNUkoSW7%2FG4QXWrmGnaciuIONY002Z%2B%2FsEsiXrdYVV6q1ekM5B0gbMhriMVwhEzkiIOIN0AxyuXjq0sNSZDdQVoLNHaJMLDg9RMcyHxo4znFFhk8hYqEE6r0PQDoaKfE5FLcQdAaLxm8LtrH%2FhBCrwXquWQHUwSXclcOZXTe5%2Bs3cN&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220717T113236Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKE7AXCUVVR%2F20220717%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=ed4d7b1284aa2379681d95486a661f6c8094cc6d514a75e3258c4ce764d826da


The Agencies’ response in the FEIS to DontWiden270.org SDEIS comments also states 
(FEIS App’x T.2.B. Vol 1 at CO-597): 

FHWA has participated as the lead Federal Agency on this NEPA Study. Under 
the Preferred Alternative there is not a reduction or “loss” of the number of free or 
general purpose lanes on either I-495 or I-270. On I-495, the Preferred 
Alternative consists of adding two new, HOT managed lanes in each direction 
from the George Washington Memorial Parkway to west of MD 187 with four 
general purpose (free travel) lanes remaining in the build condition. On I-270, the 
Preferred Alternative consists of converting the one existing HOV lane in each 
direction to a HOT managed lane and adding one new HOT managed lane in 
each direction from I-495 to north of I-370 and on the I-270 east and west spurs 
with five general purpose (free travel) lanes remaining in the build condition. 

This is highly misleading.  

The I-270 Innovative Congestion Management Project involved TSM/TDM and also 
created an extra lane on each side by converting the inner shoulder to the HOV-2 lane 
and changing the existing HOV-2 lane to a general purpose lane. That is why there are 
now 8 lanes, one of which is HOV-2, but only 9% of the time. MDOT asserts that there 
are only 7 general purpose lanes, but really there are 7-9 general lanes. But whether it 
is 7 or 7 -9, that is still more than the 5 that the FEIS says will remain. The Agencies’ 
misleading response says “The improvements included as part of the I-270 ICM project 
discussed above were all incorporated into the future year no- build traffic models.” The 
Agencies need to clarify if the extra lanes that were created were included as they 
should have been.  

Five general purpose lanes is two less than the current number on Lower I-270 (see 
Figures below. MDOT’s own I-270 Innovative Congestion Management (ICM) website 
shows eight lanes resulting from the lane that was added when they moved the HOV 
lane to the inside shoulder and another lane added when the merge lanes were 



extended and connected to the neighboring interchange’s merge lanes. See the bottom 
left circle of this diagram from the ICM website which has eight lanes.5 

Figure 8. 
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5 https://ago-item-storage.s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/2ba326db06904e5bb82dd5a74fb378b8/I-
270_OVERVIEW.pdf?X-Amz-Security-
Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEJz%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJGMEQCIApDcjWhgOl
XMfOu0D9tHXHko0%2FHS3MMfCK%2FuZ46xI44AiBX1tYDoguzv8V7K24TcMkTWvtrnsAeKp%2Ba%2BZKkVTss4CrcB
AjV%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F8BEAAaDDYwNDc1ODEwMjY2NSIMsLyFhWypUovQN4JBKrAERxZq6ch
maJm9QTovh7BrZFe52YQjrlYT%2BctOnW4K1Wjf4q3%2BNgi%2FKu1VjgV0Und5WVJzt9aIwwaGgx5QLW5Q%2B4Xt
3WDbQfU6PNHIWpAmy4haiOqiOIHDn2itONUk8l8tOUfaupT08wlCLPXUOtAFhGbAjWR0%2BStXICv%2BXoLBmBCQ5
e3b5itL9JSzWRdbkmWCdWkLu3xVo7WrWN6cGIU%2FEI88XMKpwLHECdxaN2Kyf%2Ffs7lAKx4fX6n6uxKLX9vofJTFv
ceulW6de9YcH5RNmb9rZVSpupdVfHX8Ht3uyjYHPr8XLOe%2BMdN1B4o6LENgxR47iWEZCeOXklyR1wgnmjBb7C6zQ
Q%2B4zjPJ0ELVduGgoWBm%2BOVLFvsdKohLLIIB2XIcpiEMFpmbhNqvqiuluXeAp64TKOV5giGjxezSstXZHFszoIjhlcxxl
qu0TwxBAcL6sGYnKEYInlWQFa5JCXXjMLdN33UN0q7DlrhnWSTqRpNMsbLS%2BRjDnNLJoNvTx%2F9dP4zXB%2F%2F
vwjrMeCYARhtkguBsn78FETxIO8kYNtL%2F86Re9EjD%2BrJD7fNvt1u2NpzaeI0DfJtsYjXJR2ulE8D8naaADzOc8PnMtV
h13OZB%2FBtsy6QE54%2BnxCnjIb%2BU6K%2BxIxlboYI5V2wQfQ6BWPEYSjWp2SvFditbR5kRTrs9bAHx7ZrUm8kwV
MvbSA0oYH8H1UTEhIiNcEhagF5x%2FurtPNmXRg8ZjCt0%2BLuAmQdwwvOrPlgY6qgGTb0Ix7WTFrmpw6C1FXWcUC
iwZQlFNf1WiEQd4ZkIVKzAznMoSr01JyEfHULZGisn53OJQ%2F43VHtA4TeSAHSsL8pCKK%2F375YC%2FJwrCEWCICIkU
mP34%2FLIy4PvMLap2OiGRiGGB3gbK8bECPx13Inawtbu9oDg0lrrtFLMzQpXTmeF73NuOyivHzJmQCj9Q%2FR%2BZf
yXaJW9jIFDgARgWGpoNrNoFLh%2FJ90WZRQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-
Date=20220717T123059Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-
Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKERS7MWBMU%2F20220717%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-
Signature=3646a1507da03a5596406414fb29f4e4b2542ae5569b078e851ea77914e40629 



screenshot showing the 8 or more lanes. This is just south of the Montrose Road bridge. 
There are 5 general lanes, one of which is HOV-2. In addition, there are 2 local through 
lanes. Finally, there are two merge lanes. One of the merge lanes ends, but the other 
becomes the exit-only lane for the Democracy Blvd. exit. 
 
Figure 9. Seven and eight existing lanes on I-270, not five 

  
Google Screenshot of 8 or more lanes, I-270 Google Screenshot of 7 lanes, I-270 

 
The second Google Map screenshot is farther south, showing seven general lanes (one 
of which is HOV-2). 
 
The ICM should be a proud achievement of MDOT, providing real positive impacts - 
saving money, implementation time and minimizing travel disruption. Instead, it is hard 
to tell from the FEIS, SDEIS and other MDOT documents that it ever existed and 
certainly that it is and will make a major contribution to reducing congestion on all of I-
270, not just the study area. This is a disservice to the responsible government officials 
charged with making decisions whether to approve this project, and to the general 



public’s ability to knowledgably provide their views in the EIS process and the political 
arena.  

Despite MDOT assertion this is a short-term fix, the ICM effects will be long term as 
reflected in the FEIS own results. In MDOT’s 2045 projections of I-270 travel times, 
particularly in the morning peak, a 40-60% improvement (quicker trips) in trip times 
compared to MDOT’s own data on pre -pandemic travel times that is reflected in Table 
7 in above section 1. Examining the ICM strategy and implementation also make it clear 
that congestion on I-270, particularly above I-370, is driven in many cases by local 
bottlenecks not connected strongly, if at all to what takes place south of I-370.  

These results raise the question of why MDOT did not explore a Beltway ICM running to 
at least the original end point MD5 as part of the No Build alternative.  

Taken together the information in the three parts of this section reflect an analytical 
process that had an objective in mind and would not to be diverted from completing this 
task. The process has produced lots of data but has not produced the needed insights, 
it has not produced a fair description of the pros and cons, the weaknesses as well as 
the strengths of the proposed preferred alternative. In essence, at least in the traffic 
analysis, it has not met the test of balance and transparency required of a satisfactory 
EIS. 
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